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CARNIVAL EVENTS! 
Beginning at 2:00pm on Friday, the Camp Sequoyah 

Famous Water Carnival is a BLAST! Compete in 7 
magnificent events and battle for the coveted rights to 

be declared the Water Carnival Champion! 

 
WATER SPANIEL SPECIAL! 
5 Scouts participate with 4 hand-paddling the rowboat 
and 1 steering with a paddle! Find your buoy and be the 
first troop back to the shore!  
 

Rules: 1 Scout must be a Swimmer, up to 4 beginners is ok.  
            The paddle is for steering only. No throwing others’ buoys. 

 
SWIM BY WEIGHT! 
Race from the pier to the diving platform. First 3 Scouts 
are scored in each weight class. All Scouts that are 
swimmers can participate.  
 

Rules: Weight Classes: 90lbs, 91-120, 121-150, 151-175, 175+ 

 
THE IN-AN-OUT CANOE RACE! 
Scouts race to be the first to complete this canoe course, 
but there’s a catch!  
     1 whistle = switch places in the canoe.  
     2 whistles = jump into the water and climb back in   
 

Rules: Only 2 Scouts participate, both must be Swimmers.  
            Scouts must complete all tasks. 

  
LIFE JACKET RELAY! 
Be the fastest troop to get your Life Jacket from the beach 
to the diving platform and then back to the beach. Each 
Scout must put on the life jacket (correctly), then swim to 
the next Scout and hand it off.  
     Scouts 1 = Beach to Pier (can be a beginner) 
     Scout 2 = Pier to Diving Platform (must be swimmer) 
     Scout 3 = Diving Platform to Pier (must be swimmer) 
     Scout 4 = Pier to Beach (can be a beginner) 

 
FUN NOODLE RACE! 
Be the fastest Scout to race across the beginner’s area with 
a noodle under their armpits! 
 

Rules: Only Beginners and Non-Swimmers can participate.  

 
CANOE TUG OF WAR! 
5 Scouts participate and can be Swimmers or Beginners. 
Bracket play with single elimination. Pull the opposing 
canoe completely across the midline to win!  
 

Rules: Hands Only. Canoe cannot swamp before, during, or after.  

 
SCOUTMASTER BELLY FLOP! 
Help your troop win! Points based on redness of belly, 
volume of splash, loudness, form, and showmanship! 
Costumes are encouraged! 
 

Rules: No limit on number of participants. Must be a Swimmer.  


